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I am a Glassmaker 
I sat near my window, admiring the view of rain showering the glass. I observed, 
little teardrop shapes. Suddenly, my candle shot flames to my bottle of ink. The 
glass started to melt and replicate the teardrop shapes. More thoughts rushed 
around as I grabbed my blowtorch, some glass beakers, and a jug of cold water. 
The phenomenon of compression, refraction and dispersion, resulted in a multi-
coloured drop. 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

I grasped its tail, but it shattered instantly. Next, I picked up the drop from its 
head, but the drop was intact. 

 

 

 

In fact, the drop’s head was so strong that it could even cause bullets to shatter. 
With such an amazing discovery, I wanted to show His Majesty. So, I set foot 
into the castle. 

 

 



   
 

   
 

 

His majesty bragged about my invention to the kingdom, but among those people, 
some got sceptical.  

As I was in my cave making more drops, they came out of nowhere and jabbed 
me. 

“Stop making those imbecilic drops. We don’t want your country to be more 
dominant. Your time in this world has come to an end.” 

“Lock him up. We'll send him to the guillotine early tomorrow” the other 
snapped. 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Soon, I was in a cell which was dark. The only source of light was coming from 
a barred window in the corner. 

 

“You’ve got one wish to ask for Mr Maker.” 

“Some paper and ink would be nice?” 

I wrote about my invention journey and shoved it in a glass bottle. I squeezed it 
through the bars, so that it lands in the ocean. And, off I go to the guillotine. 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

 

 

----------400 years later---------- 

What’s this?” a boy said on the beach. He curiously watched the bottle and started 
to read the note.” 

 

 



   
 

   
 

 

 

“The Mystery of the Magical Drops...” 

 

 

 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Appendices 

– All about the shapes of the drops – 

The drops come in many different sizes, but the overall shape must be a 
teardrop like structure. The drop has a tadpole sized head with a long thin tail. 
The tail is very delicate while the head is strong. The drop is known to have 
little bubbles that are inside the head. These are from all the compressive forces 
working together, which makes the head stronger than almost anything. 

– How to make the drops –  

The drops are made by three things: glass, a fire torch (or a gas torch), and cold 
water. The first step to make a drop is that you turn on the fire torch and start 
melting the glass to construct little teardrop shapes. Then, you melt the drop 
enough so that it drops into the cold water to cool off. The moment it touches 
the water, you need to listen for a disturbing popping noise because that is the 
sign of a successful drop. 

– Multi-coloured drops –  

Dispersion is a phenomenon when light spreads it into its base colours. In the 
case of these drops, they act like a prism and when white light passes through 
the drop, the light splits and expands into a spectrum of colours. Colours such as 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. And that is why you can see 
colours in the drop. 

-The shattering mystery of the drops- 

The drops have been known to have a mystery of shattering whenever you nick 
the tail. And that is because the head of the drop has tiny bubbles which give 
stability and strength. But the tail is so slim that no bubbles are to be seen. The 
tail can even sometimes just burst on its own without any disturbance to it at all. 
When the tail shatters into a powder of glass dust, the head goes after it, and it 
also shatters. That’s because the compression in the head snaps itself and it 



   
 

   
 

results in a large amount of glass powder. That glass powder can travel up to 1 
meter in distance. 

- Breaking Bullets- 

When you're melting the molten glass and making it drop into the water, the 
outside of the drop will immediately solidify and cool down faster than the 
inside. What that means is that the inner strengths will work together to not 
break the head. But the inside doesn’t stay molten glass, the pressure inside it 
will squeeze as much as it can and then in that position it will cool down. The 
drops will be able to even break bullets when shot through a gun. The drop’s 
breaking point would be the non-flexible and ragged edges. There, the drop will 
shatter from force. 
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